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== Rhys Darby ==
Rhys decided that he wanted to destroy all our psyche's today so he posted a video
on tiktok of him in a hottub.

== Taika Waititi == 
Just Taika working out in Japan and happened to run into a famous Rugby Player!

== New/Old Press Photos ==
Okay so awesome news! Our dear friend @ JimJim531969 happened upon some Press
Photos whilst looking for more Rhys Content, and they have found a treasure trove of
awesomeness! It's extremely high def, and there are some I know I've never seen
before. Check them out below. TY JIM!!!

Visit Foxtel Group's Box Account Season 1 is extremely large, so just fyi it'll take a while
to download.

Your browser does not support HTML5 video.

Your browser does not support HTML5 video.

https://x.com/JimJim531969
https://foxtelgroup.app.box.com/s/uku9yhox5qy7d281lr7j6te7xmbf8mjr/folder/214946555847
https://www.tumblr.com/mon-ster-chen
https://www.tumblr.com/mon-ster-chen
https://www.tumblr.com/patchworkpiratebear/750940920326881280/day-39-of-colouring-sheets-heres?source=share
https://www.tumblr.com/googoogojob/750233093658509312/not-so-much-lonely-pier-at-jeffs-inn-by-the-sea?source=share
https://x.com/LibroseITM/status/1792170841796465112








== Samba Schutte / Emmy Material ==
Samba posted this picture on his instagram stories, spotlighting that Max is still
pushing OFMD in their Emmy Promotional material. 





Source: Samba Schutte's Instagram Story

Annnnnnnd because of this, several of the crew are working on trying to promote
OFMD and Rhys specifically on socials to maybe get them an Emmy
Nomination!@mon-ster-chen was kind enough to share several different Emmy
promo pics that you're welcome to share around! Please visit their blog here for more
info!

https://www.instagram.com/sambaschutte/
https://mon-ster-chen.tumblr.com/
https://www.tumblr.com/mon-ster-chen/750937349162172416/steel-these-share-them-allow-them-to-flourish?source=share


Source: @mon-ster-chen's Tumblr

https://mon-ster-chen.tumblr.com/
https://www.tumblr.com/mon-ster-chen/750937349162172416/steel-these-share-them-allow-them-to-flourish?source=share


== Save OFMD Crew ==
Hey European Crew!! Looks like On May 21, Max starts launching in different parts of
Europe. The SaveOFMD Crew is rallying the troops to do some polite
menacing/participate in a fuckery! Visit their posts on any of the platforms to learn
more. 

Source: SaveOFMD's Tumblr

== Fan Spotlight ==

= Cast Cards = 
More cast cards tonight by our lovely @melvisik! First, another of the piano workers in
The Gentle Pirate's "Great Death Fuckery", and Another English sailor, one of
Badminton's crew!

https://www.tumblr.com/saveofmdcrewmates/750949922025635840/weve-got-a-fuckery-on-our-hands?source=share
https://melvisik.tumblr.com/


Source: @melvisik's Twitter!

= OFMD Colouring Page =
More colouring pages! Thank you so much @patchworkpiratebear!

https://x.com/melvisik/status/1792355352094138515
https://x.com/melvisik/status/1792355352094138515
https://melvisik.tumblr.com/
https://x.com/melvisik/status/1792355352094138515
https://patchworkpiratebear.tumblr.com/


Source: PatchworkPirateBear's Tumblr

== MerMay ==

= GooGooGoJob =
So I'm sure many of you have have seen some of @googoogojob's work around
tumblr before. They have been posting for a long time, but they have been doing
some really cool stuff for MerMay and I wanted to highlight some of them. They have
such a cool and unique style, and their use of lighting and colors always blows my
mind. I would also like to mention-- they also love comments and interaction so
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE go send them some love if you enjoy their work!

https://www.tumblr.com/patchworkpiratebear/750940920326881280/day-39-of-colouring-sheets-heres?source=share
https://googoogojob.tumblr.com/


Day 15: Blind Man's Cove

https://www.tumblr.com/googoogojob/750778785820016640?source=share


Day 14: Orange

https://www.tumblr.com/googoogojob/750778785820016640?source=share
https://www.tumblr.com/googoogojob/750684796182806528?source=share


Day 10: Where's the Fucking Loot?

https://www.tumblr.com/googoogojob/750684796182806528?source=share
https://www.tumblr.com/googoogojob/750329574164971520/what-is-it-edward-wheres-the-fuking-loot?source=share


Day 8: Jeff's Inn by the Sea

https://www.tumblr.com/googoogojob/750329574164971520/what-is-it-edward-wheres-the-fuking-loot?source=share
https://www.tumblr.com/googoogojob/750233093658509312/not-so-much-lonely-pier-at-jeffs-inn-by-the-sea?source=share


Day 6: Seabird 

Some other new spotlights tonight:

== LibRoseITM==
Another one of our talented crewmates, @libroseitm is new in the fan spotlight tonight
for one of their MerMay submissions.  They always have such a fun and colorful style,
and I'm loving the different style animals that they and everyone is basing their
mermen on! Absolutely gorgeous!

https://www.tumblr.com/googoogojob/750142746630733824/some-hope-these-days?source=share
https://www.tumblr.com/googoogojob/750142746630733824/some-hope-these-days?source=share
https://libroseitm.tumblr.com/


Source: LibRoseITM Twitter

== Love Notes ==
Hey lovelies, I hope the end of your weekend treated you well. We've got some exciting stuff out
there tonight. I hope you spend lots of hours pouring through the new/old press material. It's

https://x.com/LibroseITM/status/1792170841796465112


brought me and so many others a lot of joy-- I hope you feel it too!

I'm going to make it a quick one tonight because I am very very tired. 

I just wanted to send out a quick reminder lovelies that nothing is static, permanent or set in stone.
One of the things that OFMD taught us is that we can change our circumstances for the better. We
can change, and we can grow, and we can better ourselves in the situations we deal with every day
. Sometimes it's not easy, and sometimes it's not possible right away, but we can find ways to better
ourselves and our lives in different ways, no matter how big or how small. 

Don't give up lovelies. There's always a chance at a better tomorrow. Even if that tomorrow is a
month or a year from now. I'm rooting for you, so is the rest of your crew. You got this <3


